
Stretch these activity pages over a period of time.  You may print them out as needed, and your children can complete them 
numerous times.  Your children may enjoy coloring in the objects.  Include them with the coloring page and the illustrated page to 
make a Double o phonogram spiral book.  Add it to your children’s book shelf.

Activity 1

This is a TEACHING activity; not a TESTING activity.  We designed this first page as a way to introduce and talk about the sounds 
of double o.  It is meant to be done together.

It is important that your children hear the subtle difference among the first two sounds.  The second sound, in particular, is difficult 
for some children to make.  (Does it make you feel better to know it is difficult for adults too?)   If your child is having difficulty 
making the sound, don’t make a big deal of it.  However, it is important to talk about the sounds casually when you encounter them 
in your daily activities.  (Can you get the cat fOOOOOOd please?  Would you put this bOOOOOk in your bedrOOOOOm?  Could 
you close the car dOOOOOr please?)  Remember, being able to hear different sounds within words is a crucial step toward 
successful reading success.  Keep exposing your children to the differences.  This, of course, means YOU have to hear the 
difference and be able to replicate them comfortably.  By approaching the sound in this manner, you will give your children practice 
in hearing and attempting the sound; but you will not be putting pressure on them.

If you, yourself, are not confident with articulating the first two sounds, listen to them on the sound and gesture DVD a number of 
times.  Also, try this approach:  Take the word “room.”   Say it out loud several times, stretching out the /oō/ sound.  Listen carefully 
to how this vowel combination sounds as you stretch it out.  Now, say the /r/ silently.  Say the /oo/ sound out loud.  Say the /m/ 
sound silently.  This is one of the reasons for having you memorize the ditties.  It gives a word to reference, and from which you 
can extract the phonogram sound to be instructed.  The same is true for your children.  They have a concrete image (room) in their 
brain.  Isolating the sound becomes easier, as does producing the sound.
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IN A ROOM WITH A WOOD DOOR

• Cut the door on the following page on three sides leaving it “hinged on the left.”
• Cut out ghost and glue to a stick.
• Play and sing the ditty
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Combine the gesture with the sound.  Reference the picture at the top of each column.  Act out the 
gesture while making the sound. Talk about the picture associated with each word in the column.  
Teach, don’t test.  Use the page as a starting point to teach and practice on the go, wherever you go.

Activity #3



__  __  __  __f        d

__  __  __  __p        l

__  __  __  ___r        m

__  __  __  __b       k

f        t__  __  __  __

__  __  __  __d       r
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This is a matching page.  At first, use this sheet as a shared activity, talking, 
guiding and instructing on the different sounds of double o.  Later it can be 
used as an independent activity sheet.

Activity #4



 book

 pool

 food

 door

 foot
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This page gives your children practice in writing in addition to practice in matching the 
sound and the object (picture).  It can also be done as an independent activity because 
they have had exposure to the sounds and to the other pages.  

Activity #5



__  __  __  __f        d

__  __  __  __b       k

__  __  __  __f        t

__  __  __  __d       r

__  __  __  __p        l
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